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Director’s Message

It is a pleasure for us to share the latest news of
our latest programmes and activities to you, 
seaqilNews readers. We would also love to inform 
the readers that, starting this year, SEAQIL publish 
its newsletter quarterly, so that we will keep you 
updated more frequently with our latest news.

Furthermore, we truly express our gratitude that
SEAQIL has assisted language teachers and educa-
tion personnel for 12 years. This year, we celebrated 
our anniversary and brand our milestone with the 
tagline “12 Years of Advancing Language Education 
Ecosystem in Southeast Asia”. During the 12 years,
almost 17.000 individuals participated in our prog-
rammes and activities through capacity building, 
resource sharing, research and development and 
networking.

In this edition, you will find our effort to keep 
supporting the promotion of Indonesian Language 
as lingua franca in Southeast Asia. We really app-
reciate the assistantship of Indonesian Language for 
Foreign Learners (ILFL) experts who are along with 
us to develop the competency standard for ILFL 
teachers as well as learning video materials and 
other related activities.

Another point that we would like to highlight is 
that we open and welcome initiation of collaboration 
with institutions/agencies which have similar vision 
and mission with us. Recently, we were having a 
fruitful discussion with University of Indonesia, 
Islamic School of Masjid Syuhada (STAIMS) 
Yogyakarta, and other institutions.

Enjoy reading! And I wish everyone stay safe and 
healthy; and surely keep arising your creativity and 
innovation in this time of crisis.

Dr Luh Anik Mayani
SEAQIL Director

SEAQIL and Various Leading 
Language Institutions to Maintain 

the Quality of ILFL Teachers

SEAQIL has completed its three stages of 
preparations to develop the Competency Standards 
of ILFL Teacher as a measurement instrument for 
ILFL teachers’ quality. The initiation of development 
was follow-up of SEAQIL Webinar Series on 
Language: Competency Standard of ILFL Teachers in 
2020 and the non-existent of competency standards 
that are applicable for all teachers at the institutes; 
either universities, government institutes, or course 
institutes at the present.

Phase 1

In collaboration with eight ILFL experts, 
SEAQIL created the first team as writer team for 
the development of competency standards of ILFL 
teachers’ manuscript. The team were consisted 
of Dr Felicia N Utorodewo (Team Leader); Rahmi 
Yulia Ningsih (Bina Nusantara University Jakarta); 
Nyoman Riasa (APBIPA Bali); Rosida Erowati 
(Syarif Hidayatullah State Islamic University); Agus 
Soehardjono (Wisma Bahasa Yogyakarta); Paulina 
Chandrasari Kusuma (Atma Jaya University); Dr Siti 
Isnaniah (Raden Mas Said State Islamic University 
Surakarta); and Sri Ningsih (Puri Bahasa Yogyakarta).
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Research and Development

On Monday [14/06], the writer team was invited 
for a Focus Group Discussion (FGD) of the manuscript 
development. SEAQIL and the team agreed that 
the Competency Standard of ILFL Teachers should 
be developed as a measuring instrument for the 
quality assurance of ILFL teachers. However, the 
competency standards that are prepared must be 
stimulating so it will not hinder prospective ILFL 
teachers.

The results of the discussions showed that several 
materials are in need to be improved, for instance, 
the determination of language test to be used as a 
standard, prospective teachers’ measurement and 
evaluation as well as to synchronize the content to 
avoid overlapping material within sections of the 
manuscript draft.

Phase 3
The preparation of the competency Standard of 

ILFL Teachers has entered its final stage on Friday 
[06/08] as SEAQIL conducted the third FGD of 
cCompetency Standard of ILFL Teachers. SEAQIL 
Director, Dr Luh Anik Mayani expressed her gratitude 
for all contributions given by related parties during 
the past months. She further exclaimed, "Hopefully, 
the manuscript that we have compiled will be 
convenient, either for SEAQIL or to be disseminated 
to ILFL institutions and experts."

Aside from inviting the writer team, SEAQIL 
also invited Yusri Saad (Center for Curriculum and 
Book Affair) to finalize the manuscript draft. In 
general, the FGD focused on the explanation of 
revisions, decisions on revisions, the overall format 
of the manuscript, as well as follow-up scenarios for 
dissemination process. At the end, not only SEAQIL, 
but the resource persons were also optimistic to 
maintain the quality of ILFL teachers in the national, 
regional, and international areas through the 
competency standard.

Phase 2

As a continuation, SEAQIL conducted another 
FGD by inviting other six experts, namely Prof 
Suyoto (Kanda University of International Studies, 
Japan); Tata Survi (Victoria-Tasmania Indonesian 
Language and Culture Center/
Huntingtower School, Australia); 
Erlin Barnard (Department of 
Asian Languages and Cultures, 
College of Letters & Science, 
University of Wiscoin-Madison, 
USA); Haman Supriyadi (Faculty 
of Liberal Arts, Thammasat 
University, Thailand); Dr Arif 
Budi Wurianto (University of
Muhammadiyah Malang); and
Thomas Wahyu Prabowo Mukti
(Language Institute of Sanata 
Dharma University) to discuss 
and receive input for the ILFL
Competency Standard manu-
script draft.

SEAQIL Director, Dr Luh Anik Mayani (front-right) conveys her views 
regarding the Competency Standards for ILFL Teachers. 

SEAQIL team and resource persons of competency standards of ILFL teachers’ manuscript 
development at the end of the discussion session.
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SEAQIL Develop ILFL Learning Video Script

SEAQIL conducted a Workshop on ILFL Learning 
Video Scripts Writing on 23–27 August 2021. This 
activity aims to increase the participants' knowledge 
about learning video script writing as well as a guide 
for participants in drafting ILFL video scripts learning 
based on their good practices.

SEAQIL Director, Dr Luh Anik Mayani, during her 
opening remarks, stated that SEAQIL reactivated 
itself in promoting ILFL learning in Indonesia and 
Southeast Asia. Luh Anik hopes that the workshop 
can enrich SEAQIL’s contribution in developing ILFL 
learning media for ILFL teachers and students.

“Most importantly, due to the pandemic situation 
that we cannot predict its ending, SEAQIL hopes 
that the learning videos produced can support ILFL 
learning independently. In addition, the videos or 
learning media that we produce must be up-to-
date. Therefore, the resource persons are expected 
to provide knowledge about videos that may be of 
greater interest to the audience,” said Luh Anik.

According to Luh Anik, ILFL is special because 
what we inform is not only linguistic knowledge, but
also cultural content. Hopefully, what will be presen-
ted later, added Luh Anik, is surely good practice 
in teaching ILFL that does embrace the cultural 
elements that as attractions for ILFL learning.

“SEAQIL takes a role in ILFL, one of the reasons 
is because SEAQIL along with the Agency for 
Language Development and Cultivation are listed in 
the National Action Plan, especially in the ASEAN 
Socio-Cultural Community Blueprint 2025, for the 
Indonesian Socio-Cultural Pillar, with the target in 
increasing the number of foreigners who enrolled in 
ILFL learning,” said Luh Anik.

Currently, said Luh Anik, cited from the Agency for 
Language Development and Cultivation, the num-
ber of ILFL institutions in Southeast Asia is 233 ins-
titutions which conduct ILFL subjects/courses, extra-
curriculars, and even study programmes. 

Furthermore, in addition to developing ILFL 
learning videos, Luh Anik explained that SEAQIL is 
collaborating with several ILFL organizing institutions 
in developing its ILFL programmes, especially for 
now, the develop-ment of Competency Standard of 
ILFL Teachers which will then be continued with the 
development of the ILFL teacher training syllabus, 
development of ILFL teaching methodology, and 
development of learning resources.

In line with Luh Anik, SEAQIL Deputy Director for 
Programme, Esra Nelvi M. Siagian, explained that 
SEAQIL held this activity as an implementation of 
SEAQIL's core business to improve the quality of 
teachers and education personnel in the Southeast 
Asia region, especially in the field of language. 

Esra said that SEAQIL chose to develop good 
practice videos to inspire ILFL teachers. Esra hopes 
that this workshop will be useful useful in increasing 
participants' knowledge regarding writing video 
learning scripts based on good practices they have 
applied in teaching and learning.

The target audience for the video being produced 
are ILFL teachers both in and outside Indonesia; 
and the videos will be produced in the form of video 
documentaries, video podcasts, and other video 
formats,” explained Esra.

SEAQIL Board of Directors take group photo session with the resource 
persons and participants of the workshop.
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Capacity Building

Developing ILFL in Saudi Arabia

In collaboration with the Education and Culture 
Attache of Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, SEAQIL conducted 
an online Training on Teaching Methodology of 
Indonesian Language for Foreign Learners (ILFL) in 
Saudi Arabia from 24–27 June 2021. The training 
was attended by 34 ILFL teachers and invited 14 
ILFL experts from various well-known institutions. 
The training aimed to enhance language teachers’ 
professionalism and accountability for better quality 
of teaching and learning services.

SEAQIL Deputy Director for Programme, Esra 
Nelvi M Siagian, affirmed that SEAQIL supports 

the implementation of other possible activities 
to increase the capacity of ILFL teachers in Saudi 
Arabia. Activities can be in the form of mentoring in 
the development of teaching materials, research, or 
other joint activities. In addition to this, Consulate 
General of the Republic of Indonesia for Jeddah, 
Eko Hartono, supported all parties to promote 
Indonesian culture and language abroad, one of 
which is through ILFL learning. This training has 
proven to be a means of developing the quality of 
ILFL teachers in Saudi Arabia both pedagogically 
and socio-culturally.

Consulate General of the Republic of Indonesia for Jeddah (left) and SEAQIL Deputy Director for Programme (right) at closing ceremony of the 
training. 

Teachers, the Frontline of Indonesian Education

The development of the 21st century has an 
impact on various sectors, including the language 
education sector. In an effort to keep pace the deve-
lopment, SEAQIL conducted an Online Training on 
21st Century Skills for Language Teachers. A total of 
100 Arabic, Indonesian, English, Japanese, German, 
Mandarin, and French high school and equivalent 
teachers from 22 provinces in Indonesia were 
selected as participants to take part in the online 
training on 7-11 and 14-18 June 2021. 

SEAQIL Director, Dr Luh Anik Mayani, conveyed 
the conditions and challenges in which the modern 
era demands mastery of skills in accordance with 
the 21st century, both academic and non-academic 
skills. Behind these demands, she believes that, 
“Teachers are at the forefront of education in 
Indonesia. Quality students are born from quality 
teachers. Therefore, students who are capable of 

21st century skills are certainly born from teachers 
who understand and have these skills.”

During the ten days of training, participants 
received 21st century learning knowledge which 
includes learner and learning characteristics, skills 
concepts based on 21st century learning frameworks, 
learning approaches and models, alternative skills 
assessment or evaluation as well as illustrations 
of language learning to achieve 21st century skills 
proficiency. With the response and active interaction 
of participants the main objective of the training had 
been achieved. Deputy Director for Programme, 
Esra Nelvi M Siagian, exclaimed “The training 
participants have achieved the objectives of the 
training, specifically in understanding the concept 
of 21st century skills in the field of language, lesson 
designs, and 21st century assessment.”
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One of the follow-ups to the post-training is the
dissemination of information obtained through trai-
ning by the participants to the surrounding language 
teacher community. SEAQIL opens information or 
networking for participants who have an interest in
sharing knowledge. At the end of the training, the 
participants announced that they are ready to share, 
either independently or with the support of SEAQIL, 
the knowledge they had gained in their respective 
forums.

Capacity Building

Collaboration

This was also strengthened by the participants 
of training testimonials. English language teacher of
SMA 3 Maluku Tenggara, Martina Wulandari, further
conveyed her impressions during the training. She 
gave her highest appreciation to all the resource per-
sons and professional teachers as well as participants 
who have been committed to actively participate 
and share learning processes. Indonesian language 
teacher of SMA Negeri 7 Binjai, Muhammad Hasan 
Nasution, stated that the full-time training is like a 
good training in which has helped teachers to keep 
pace with the rapid development of knowledge.

SEAQIL Director, Dr Luh Anik Mayani (left), Deputy Director for Programme SEAQIL, Esra Nelvi M. Siagian (right) warmly welcomed the participants 
at the opening of Online Training on 21st Century for Language Teachers.

Collaborative Work to Improve Language Education

To support the implementation of programmes and activities as well as to manage and strengthen 
collaborative networks with institutions that have a similar vision and mission, SEAQIL conducted initiation 

for collaboration meetings with Masjid Syuhada Islamic College of Yogyakarta (Sekolah Tinggi Agama 
Islam Masjid Syuhada/STAIMS), University of Indonesia (Universitas Indonesia/UI), Mandarin Subject 

Teachers’ Working Group (Musyawarah Guru Mata Pelajaran/MGMP) DKI Jakarta and Pamulang University 
(Universitas Pamulang/UNPAM).

STAIMS

The exploration of cooperation initiated by SEAQIL 
received a warm welcome from STAIMS Yogyakarta. 
The two institutions agreed to sign a memorandum 
of understanding with the Director of SEAQIL (Dr Luh 
Anik Mayani) and the Head of STAIMS Yogyakarta 
(Dr Azis) on Friday (18/06). This signing is the 
development of a cooperative relationship between 

SEAQIL and STAIMS Yogyakarta. Previously, 
the two institutions had collaborated on student 
apprenticeships in the School Literacy Club (KLS) 
program. “SEAQIL hopes that the collaboration with 
STAIMS Yogyakarta, which was initially only in the 
form of student apprenticeships at the School Literacy 
Club, can develop more widely, such as cooperation 
in community service and the development of media 
and language learning methods that benefit the 
resources of each party,” said Luh Anik.
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Collaboration

SEAQIL Director (up) and Center for Independent Learning 
Director (down) during the exploration of cooperation

University of Indonesia 

SEAQIL conducted an exploration of cooperation 
with the Directorate of Student Affairs at the 
University of Indonesia on Friday (18/6). The 
collaboration of the two parties also supports the 
implementation of the Merdeka Belajar-Kampus 
Merdeka (MBKM) policy. SEAQIL Director, Dr Luh Anik 
Mayani, explained that the collaboration between 
SEAQIL and UI has been going on since 2011 in 
relation to facilitation of experts/professionals. In 
the presentation of the SEAQIL programme, Luh 
Anik explained the role of SEAQIL in supporting the 
policies of the Ministry of Education and Culture and 
the 7 priority agendas of SEAMEO.

Some of the innovative programmes possibly 
related to Center for Independent Learning (CIL) 
UI delivered by Luh Anik which include those 
related to ILFL, literacy, and mother-tongue. She 
further explained the potential/benefit for SEAQIL 
internship programme, “SEAQIL’s scope of work 
covers the Southeast Asia region and this is a good 
opportunity for students to share experiences with 
SEAQIL partners in Southeast Asia,” said Luh Anik.

UNPAM

SEAQIL and Pamulang University (UNPAM) 
build cooperation in improving and developing 
human resources and implementing the Tridarma 
(Three Pillars) of Higher Education which includes 
education, research, and community services. The 
signing of the memorandum of understanding (MoU) 
was carried out virtually by Dr Luh Anik Mayani, as 
the Director of SEAQIL with Dr E. Nurzaman as the 
Rector of UNPAM on Wednesday [25/08].

This MoU serves a form of mutual commitment 
in complimenting each other`s duties and function 
particularly in improving quality of education in 
Indonesia. Both parties can collaborate in advancing 
education in Indonesia through language education. 
The scope of cooperation between SEAQIL and 
UNPAM hopefully is not only limited in exchange of 
expertise but covers to other areas.

MGMP Mandarin DKI Jakarta

SEAQIL attended a gathering held by the MGMP 
Mandarin language of DKI Jakarta on Saturday 
[3/7]. This activity was also attended by institutions 
and communities that also oversee the Mandarin 
teacher forum, namely the Centre for Development 
and Empowerment of Teachers and Education 
Personnel in Language (Pusat Pengembangan dan 
Pemberdayaan Pendidik dan Tenaga Kependidikan 
Bahasa/PPPPTK Bahasa) and the Indonesian 
Mandarin Teacher Association (Ikatan Guru Bahasa 
Mandarin Indonesia/IGUMI). 

SEAQIL, through the Deputy Director for 
Programme, Esra Nelvi Siagian, offers programmes 
and activities that can be participated by Mandarin 
language teachers, especially teachers in DKI 
Jakarta. In detail, Esra mentioned the possible 
programmes and activities are including AISOFOLL, 
validation of assessment modules, Classroom Action 
Research (CAR) training, CAR assistance, and 
storytelling competition. 
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SEAMEO Council Conference

Senior Minister of Education and the current 
SEAMEO Council President, H E Dr Radzi Jidin, 
officially opened the Conference, followed by the 
welcome remarks by Minister for Education of 
Singapore, and newly-elected SEAMEO Council 
President, H E Mr Chan Chun Sing.

During the conference, H E Dr Radzi Jidin 
expressed his gratitude to SEAMEO Member 
Countries, Associate Member Countries, Affiliate 
Members, SEAMEO Centers and Partners to 
participate in the conference. His Excellency believes 
that we all can probably see our countries, people 
and especially the young students are resilient 
enough to not allowing to breakness completely.

His Excellency encouraged all attendees that 
this is the best time to adapt, adopt, and plan 
for potential new beginning as the pandemic has 
granted education services globally and was hoping 
the SEAMEO with the teams has commitment to 
deliver education cooperation in Southeast Asia.

The attendees then welcome by H E Mr Chan 
Chun Sing, the new elected president of SEAMEO 
Council. His Excellency was honored to be elected 
president of the SEAMEO Council, together His 

SEAQIL Board of Directors Participated in the 51st SEAMEO Council Conference

SEAQIL participated in the 51st SEAMEO Council 
Conference (51st SEAMEC) on 17 June 2021. The 
virtual converence was convened by the Ministry 
of Education, Singapore in cooperation with the 
Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organization 
(SEAMEO) Secretariat. SEAQIL was represented by 
its Board of Directors, i.e., Director (Dr Luh Anik 
Mayani), Deputy Director for Programme (Esra Nelvi 
M Siagian), and Deputy Director for Administration 
(Dr Misbah Fikrianto).

The virtual conference was attended by more 
than 200 participants comprising of the Ministers of
Education, heads of delegation, and senior education 
officials from 11 SEAMEO Member Countries (Brunei
Darussalam, Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia,
Myanmar, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, 
Timor-Leste, and Vietnam); representatives from 8
SEAMEO Associate Member Countries; 5 Affiliate 
Members; and 26 SEAMEO Regional Centres/Network 
as well as SEAMEO partners such as the ASEAN 
Secretariat, UNESCO Bangkok, UNICEF Regional 
Office for Asia and Pacific, GIZ, Weidong Cloud 
Education, DVV International, Global Partnership for 
Education, Korea Educational Development Institute 
(KEDI).   
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Excellency encouraged the SEAMEO’s stakeholders 
to also value newly elected vice president secretary, 
Leonor Brionese, from the Philippines.

“I looked forward to learning from all of you and 
to work with all of you the way forward for SEAMEO 
and our respective countries,” said His Excellency. 
His excellency then highlighted that as a region, 
we (SEAMEO Member Countries) have responded 
well to the COVID-19 pandemic and there have 
been many silverlining that can be proud of for the 
betterment of education.

His Excellency mentioned briefly two of the 
attempts, as follows. “We have step up effort in digital 
learning, we have accelerated our investment in this 
area from infrastructure enhancement to device 
provision to e-learning resource development–more 
teachers are now using educational technology to 
provide quality learning for students and this has 
granted us with the longer benefit beyond COVID 
to blended learning approach, while we combine 
learning technology and face to face interaction.”

“The crises have brought the education fraternity 
closer together include to our stakeholders. With 
home-based learning, teachers work with parents, 
and students to translate the new arrangement. 
Many parents have come to better appreciate the 
dedication and professionalism of our teachers. 
Private companies and non-profit organisation have 
stepped forward to work with school, meeting 
disadvantaged students to not left them behind. Our 
educational and professional have collaborated even 
more closely work within and across borders.”

The 51st SEAMEC highlighted the presentation 
of SEAMEO Affiliate Membership to the British 
Columbia Council for International Education 
(BCCIE), Canada. In addition, the application of the 
Kingdom of Morocco as a new Associate Member of 
SEAMEO will be proposed at the 51st SEAMEC for 
approval.

The highlighted working papers in the Plenary 
session include SEAMEO Strategic Plan 2021-2030, 
and reports on the SEAMEO Regional Programmes 
such as SEAMEO Congress 2021, SEAMEO Inter-
Centre Collaboration, Digital Kids Asia-Pacific (DKAP), 
and Southeast Asia Primary Learning Metrics.

Organised back to back with the 51st SEAMEC, the 
5st Strategic Dialogue for Education Ministers (SDEM 
5) following the theme of Singapore’s presidency, 
“New Education Imperatives in a Post-COVID Era”, 
will be exclusively conducted for the Ministers to 
have an open, conversational-style discussion with 
one another on how SEAMEO countries can begin 
to further the refreshed priorities laid out in the 
SEAMEO Strategic Plan (SSP) 2021-2030, which will 
guide SEAMEO's education agenda and the activities 
of the regional centres for the next decade. The 
Ministers will also share their vision and countries’ 
interventions on how to prepare Future-Ready 
Learners and ensure Education as an Uplifting Force.

The “SEAMEO Council’s Commitment to Action” 
will be launched as a Singapore Statement of the 
SDEM 5 and will be adopted by the SEAMEO Council 
to commit to improving educational outcomes in the 
region.

SEAMEO News

Now available on
www.qiteplanguage.org


